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And Possible Remedies
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I.

INTRODUCTION

While the California use tax has been around since 1935
and many individuals and businesses owe it, many people
are unaware of it. Not all tax practitioners discuss this tax
with clients. Attorneys and their firms are also likely to have
current and prior year use tax liabilities. It is estimated that
in California, over $1 billion of use tax goes uncollected
annually with about 60% of the amount attributable to
businesses and the rest to individuals.2 All states with a sales
tax also have a use tax and face similar collection challenges.
E-commerce has increased the amount of use tax owed and
therefore, the amount unpaid. States, in need of revenue, are
becoming more aggressive in finding ways to collect this tax.
This article reviews the basics of the use tax, explains why
states have uncollected use tax, why the compliance problem
should be addressed, the relevance to tax practitioners, and
possible improvements appropriate for California including
a discussion of collection practices in some other states.
II. USE TAX BASICS
A. What Is The Use Tax?
Soon after the enactment of the California sales tax in
1933, the use tax was enacted to ensure that tax was collected on taxable purchases made by California buyers even if
the seller was not legally obligated to collect the sales tax.
The use tax was intended to put California retailers on “an
equal footing with their out of state competitors” who were
not required to collect sales tax.3 While the sales tax is
imposed upon the retailer (although they may pass it on to
the buyer), the use tax is legally imposed upon the buyer.
The rate and base for each tax is the same. Every state with
a sales tax has a matching use tax at the same tax rate.
B. Who Owes Use Tax?
A seller without a physical presence (such as offices,
employees, agents) in a state is not obligated to collect sales
tax from buyers located in that state.4 A non-present
(remote) seller may voluntarily register with the taxing state
and collect sales and use tax, but it is not obligated to do so.
For decades, remote sellers have primarily been catalog companies. E-commerce has brought about another sales
approach that does not require the seller to have a physical
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presence in the state. Typical situations where consumers
owe use tax are:
•

Purchases of tangible personal property from
Internet, catalog, television, or radio vendors who
do not charge California sales tax.

•

Taxable items purchased while out-of-state and
brought back into California.

•

Items for which the vendor charged California sales
tax below the sales tax rate for the county and
district where the consumer resides.

As with the sales tax, states may have specific exemptions
from the use tax. For example, California provides a use tax
exemption for the first $400 of goods an individual purchases
in a foreign country and personally hand carries into California
within 30 days.5 Most states, including California, allow a credit against the use tax for sales tax paid to other states.
Example: While vacationing in Hawaii, Jane purchased
clothes and was charged the 4% Hawaii sales tax. Jane lives
in San Jose which imposes an 8.25% sales tax. Jane owes
California use tax on the clothes she brought back to
California at an 8.25% rate, but may apply a credit equal to
the Hawaii sales tax she paid on the clothes.
C. Paying Use Tax In California
Taxpayers who are registered to collect sales tax, such as retail
vendors, report any use tax owed on their sales tax returns.
Example: ABC Jewelry Store purchased a cash register
from a vendor with no physical presence in California and
so, was not charged sales tax. ABC reports the use tax on its
sales and use tax reporting form.
Taxpayers not registered to collect and remit sales tax have
other options for reporting use tax. These taxpayers include
consumers, as well as businesses that do not sell tangible personal property and thus, are not required to file sales tax
returns. Examples of unregistered businesses likely to have
use tax obligations include law and accounting firms, consultants, and other personal service providers. Consumers
can report use tax by filing sales and use tax forms or
completing a simple form listing purchases for which use tax
is owed and applying the sales tax rate for their county to the
25
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total and remitting the amount to the State Board of
Equalization (BOE).6
Starting with 2003 tax returns, California consumers and
businesses not required to register to collect sales tax also had
the option of reporting use tax on a special line on Forms 540
(individuals) and 100 (corporations). Several states had already
been using this technique, although not for corporate returns.
The line was added to Forms 540 and 100 to cover purchases
of tangible personal property made on or after January 1, 2003
through December 31, 2009 (SB 1009, Chapter 718, 2003).
Sellers registered for sales tax may not use this reporting
approach. Use of the income tax reporting approach constitutes an irrevocable election to use that technique rather than
the regular reporting method for sales and use tax. Consumers
continue to have the option of a simple use tax reporting form
included in BOE Publication 79B or filing sales and use tax
returns. The due date is not specified on the simple form, but
appears to be the same as the due date for Form 540, whereas
sales and use tax forms would be due earlier. Use tax need not
be reported on the purchase of vehicles as that continues to be
handled through the DMV registration process.
The use tax line on income tax forms is more likely to make
this tax more visible to California taxpayers and is a marked
improvement over past efforts to make consumers aware of the
tax. Prior to the 2003 returns, individuals had to read far into
the Form 540 instruction book (in 2002, page 60 in a 68-page
book) to learn anything about the use tax and how to comply
with it. Typically, individuals consult the 540 instruction book
only if they have a question about a particular line on the
return. Because there was no line for use tax, individuals had
no reason to look to the instruction book for information.
D. Effectiveness Of Reporting Use Tax On The Income
Tax Form
The BOE reports that failure to pay use tax is the largest type
of liability found during sales tax audits. The BOE acknowledges that the tax is not well understood by many taxpayers.7
Using data from ten states that had a use tax line on their state
income tax form, the BOE expected that a use tax line on Forms
540 and 100 would lead to reporting of 1% of unpaid use tax.8
In 2007, BOE reported that use tax reported on income tax
forms was $2.8 million in 2004, $4.6 million in 2005 and $5.5
million in 2006.9 These amounts pale in comparison to the estimated $1 billion of annual unreported use tax.
There are likely several reasons why the use tax line on Forms
540 and 100 has been only minimally effective in
collecting use tax liabilities. First, many people are not aware of the
use tax. They likely believe that when they are not charged sales tax
by a vendor, they got a good deal. They may even have purposefully searched on the Internet for a vendor who would not charge
sales tax in order to get a better price, particularly on high cost
items. Clearly, such individuals are not aware of the use tax or do
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not believe they will be caught if they don’t pay it. Another reason
why compliance is low may be due to recordkeeping problems.
E. Recordkeeping
While a specific line on the Form 540 is more visible than use
tax instructions buried in the Form 540 instructions, it is likely
that since so few people are aware of the use tax, they skip over
that line as being one of several on the form that does not apply
to them. Also, consumers reading the instructions for the use tax
line when preparing their returns after year-end will likely find
they no longer have the records they need to comply. When
goods were purchased from catalog and Internet vendors,
receipts may not have been kept. While these purchases were
likely made via credit card, taxpayers may not have maintained
those records either. Thus, taxpayers may either skip the line or
attempt to make an estimate. In addition, by time they read the
instructions, it is likely past January 1 of the current year and
they will realize they do not even have sufficient records to comply for the current year. Finally, the instructions provide no
recordkeeping tips. Neither do they provide guidance on how to
obtain discarded records. Many individuals may not know that
they can probably obtain copies of credit card statements from
the card issuer and perhaps even through the issuer’s website.
Also, many Internet sites include a “my account” link that
includes details of all purchases made by the buyer.
F. E-Commerce Contributes The Use Tax Collection
Problem
The e-commerce business model exacerbates the use tax
collection problem because it enables businesses to easily sell
to buyers in any state without having a physical presence
there. The e-commerce model also enables a vendor to easily
avoid all sales tax compliance by following a practice (and
noting it on their website) that they ship from State X (where
the vendor resides), but do not sell to customers in State X.
This approach enables vendors to avoid collecting tax in State
X (they have a physical presence there, but no sales) and in
any other state because they only have a physical presence in
State X. Also, it is easy for online shoppers to search online to
find out-of-state online vendors who do not collect sales tax.
III. THE EXTENT OF THE COLLECTION PROBLEM
A. Uncollected Use Tax
Data on the amount of use tax that goes uncollected varies
from study to study. Variance is due to difficulties in estimating current compliance rates for both individuals and
businesses and obtaining data on taxable purchases. Listed
below are results of some key studies conducted in this area.
•

A June 1999 study concluded that 63% of business-toconsumer online sales were non-taxable (such as airline
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tax compliance rate for businesses and recognizing the
likely growth of multi-channel, clicks and bricks commerce where consumers want to be able to buy online
but return at a physical store which will lead retailers to
have a physical presence in the state for their online
operations and be required to collect sales tax (rather
than the consumer having to self-report use tax).
Another difference is that the DMA suggests that billions of dollars of EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
activity among businesses should have been excluded as
not being Internet sales.15

tickets, gambling, and interactive games). Of the
remaining 37% of business-to-consumer sales, sales tax
was paid on 4% (4% of the 100% of business-to-consumer sales), and 20% was a substitute for other
remote sales for which no tax was collected, leaving
13% of total business-consumer sales untaxed. The
study applied an average state and local sales tax rate of
6.5% to determine that the estimated sales tax loss was
$170 million for 1998, representing one-tenth of 1%
of total state and local sales tax collections.10
•

A June 2000 Government Accountability Office
(GAO) study estimated that the state and local sales
and use tax losses for all Internet sales for 2000 was
between $0.3 and $3.8 billion (about 2% of projected
sales tax revenue). This included both business-tobusiness and business-to-consumer Internet sales. The
projected loss for 2003 was between $1.0 and $12.4
billion (5% of projected sales tax revenue).11

•

In 2002, the BOE estimated use tax loss from households purchasing from remote vendors as $309 million
from mail order sales and $146 million from Internet
sales for a total of $456 million in uncollected use tax.
They estimated use tax loss from businesses to be $783
million, for a total of over $1 billion uncollected use
tax each year. Most of the uncollected business use tax
was attributable to businesses that do not sell tangible
personal property and so are not required to register
with the BOE and file sales tax returns.12

•

In July 2004, Drs. Bruce and Fox of the University of
Tennessee updated earlier estimates of state and local
tax revenue losses from e-commerce. The new estimates
were reduced due to the reality that “e-commerce has
been a less robust channel for transacting goods and
services than was anticipated” earlier. Their new estimate for 2008 indicates state and local tax revenue loss
of between $21.5 and $33.7 billion depending on the
growth assumption used. The 2003 estimate for losses
in California was between $2.1 and $2.2 billion and
between $2.95 and $4.62 billion for 2008.13

•

A 2003 report by the Direct Marketing Association
questioned the data from the University of Tennessee
for 2000 and 2001. The DMA suggested that for 2001,
uncollected sales tax on e-commerce was only $1.9 billion and would likely be $4.5 billion by 2011 which is
10% of the University of Tennessee estimate (the UT
estimate was $54.8 billion of lost state and local sales
and use tax14). Some of the differences between the UT
and DMA estimates are due to the DMA using a higher
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•

A Minnesota study of its sales tax gap (uncollected
sales tax) indicated that for 2000, about 28% of the
sales tax gap was due to sales by remote vendors where
buyers failed to pay the use tax. They projected that
this cause of uncollected sales and use tax would grow
to be about 50% of the total tax gap by 2007.16

B. Growth In E-Commerce
E-commerce continues to grow which will cause the use
tax collection problem to grow as well. The U.S. Census
Bureau reported that e-commerce sales for the first quarter
of 2007 were 18.4% higher than for the first quarter of 2006
and represented 3.2% of total retail sales. In 1999, e-commerce represented less than 1% of total retail sales.17
Data from Forrester Research indicates that in 2006 consumers spent more online for clothes ($18.3 billion) than for
computers and software ($17.2 billion). They also found that
over 50% of households in the U.S. shop online on a regular
basis. Yet, online sales still represent less than 10% of total retail
sales although online shopping represents 21% of total book
sales and 41% of total computer and software purchases.18
IV. WHY IMPROVE USE TAX COMPLIANCE
Use tax compliance is important for state revenue needs and to
help the sales and use tax best meet principles of good tax policy.
A. Collect An Existing Tax Rather Than Create A
New One
The California use tax has been in existence since 1935; it
is not a new tax. Improved collection will provide needed
revenue for the state without the need to increase a tax rate
or create a new tax.
B. Tax Policy Considerations
Failure to collect use tax violates the principles of equity
and neutrality. Equity and fairness are violated when taxpayers are able to purchase goods online without paying tax
while others buying the same items at their local store pay
the tax. Vendors with physical stores can find it difficult to
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compete with online vendors who can sell without collecting
sales tax to consumers who are unaware that they owe a use
tax. Also, when buyers perceive that online items are cheaper than the same items purchased at a physical store, they
may be inclined to purchase online, thus further exacerbating the use tax collection problem. Improving use tax
compliance will result in online and catalog buyers being
treated similarly to those who buy at physical stores and treat
all vendors of taxable goods similarly.

es for which use tax was owed. They can then follow up with
the California business to verify if use tax was paid and if it
was not, assess penalties and interest in addition to the tax.
Practitioners need to be familiar with the sales and use tax
laws so they can ensure that they are use tax compliant and
to help clients be compliant as well. They can also help
clients set up recordkeeping systems to simplify compliance.
Finally, practitioners can encourage the California legislature
to enact simpler use tax compliance approaches.

V. CHALLENGES TO IMPROVED USE TAX
COLLECTION

VII. HOW TO IMPROVE USE TAX COLLECTION

Because consumers know so little about the use tax,
improved enforcement is likely to be viewed by many as the
enactment of a new tax.
Another challenge is that the current sales and use tax rules
are not simple. There are many exemptions applicable to
goods and vendors. To improve compliance, taxpayers need
guidance as to which of their purchases are taxable and which
are not, particularly where handling charges or services are
associated with the purchase of tangible personal property.
VI. RELEVANCE TO TAX PRACTITIONERS
Use tax and its low compliance rate is an important area for
tax attorneys and tax accountants to be aware of. Clients expect
their tax advisors to keep them apprised of all of their tax liabilities. The BOE found that this is not happening. The BOE
found that for 2003 returns, while about 63% were prepared
by practitioners, only 16.6% of use tax declarations were on
practitioner-prepared returns. It was eight times more likely
that a self-prepared return had the use tax line completed than
for practitioner-prepared returns. The BOE believes the low
compliance rate is because consumers have other ways to
report use tax although they suspect that they were not used.19
The BOE has increased its efforts to make more people aware
of their use tax liability by sending letters to tax practitioners in
early 2007 alerting them to the need to discuss the use tax with
clients when completing their income tax form.
Practitioners should also consider their personal and firm
use tax liabilities. Because law and accounting firms provide
non-taxable services to clients and do not sell goods (usually),
they are not required to register to collect sales tax. When a
firm purchases taxable goods from a remote vendor that does
not collect sales and use tax, the firm owes use tax and needs
to file appropriate sales and use tax returns. As purchases by
businesses for which use tax is owed are likely to exceed the
amount for consumers, the BOE is justified to focus more
enforcement efforts on businesses. The BOE could subpoena
records from some remote vendors selling equipment likely to
be purchased by law and accounting firms to identify purchas28

The use tax line on income tax forms is a good first step in
improving use tax compliance although the compliance rate
is still low. The line increases the visibility of the tax and simplifies compliance as it eliminates the need to file a separate
return for the use tax. Yet clearly, more is needed if
California hopes to collect more of the over $1 billion of
annual uncollected use tax. Several suggestions are offered
below along with information on enforcement efforts in
some other states. Some suggestions that would not be ideal
for California are also noted along with reasons why they
would not be as effective as other approaches.
A. Education
While some educational efforts have been directed to taxpayers and preparers, it is clearly not enough given the large
amount of uncollected use tax. The BOE should pursue educational efforts that help taxpayers know what the use tax is,
that it is not a new tax, when it applies, how to maintain
records to calculate it, and how to pay it. Information on the
amount of uncollected tax should also be provided, perhaps in
terms of how it compares to total tax collections or a favored
government spending program, such as K-12 education.
Since Internet sales often generate use tax, the BOE should
post informational ads on Internet sites to help educate people
about the use tax and how to comply. The BOE did use online
advertising in 2005-2006 to educate buyers about the use tax.20
However, greater and more continual effort is needed.
B. Reduce Reporting Options
Consumers are not required to report use tax on their Form
540. They may instead use the form in BOE Publication 79B
or sales and use tax forms. A single technique for compliance
would simplify compliance for both taxpayers and their paidpreparers. In addition, it should simplify administration by
the BOE as they need only look to Form 540 to determine if
consumers have paid their use tax.21
C. Implement Simpler Recordkeeping Approaches
A few states, including Maine, Michigan and New York,22 do
not require individuals to keep detailed records to calculate the
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use tax owed. Instead, consumers may use tables prepared by the
state tax department that indicate how much use tax is owed
based on the taxpayer’s income level. Alternatively, taxpayers may
keep detailed records and report actual use tax owed rather than
the estimated amount based on the table. In Michigan, if each
item purchased for which use tax is owed has a cost under
$1,000, the tax table may be used to compute the use tax which
is then reported on the Michigan individual income tax form.
For purchases of single items costing $1,000 or more, the use tax
for such items can be added to the table amount.
A 2004 report prepared for the Minnesota House of
Representatives found that states using the table approach had
more individuals reporting use tax. States using the income tax
return for use tax reporting average about 1.4% of individuals
reporting use tax. However, in Maine, the participation rate
was 9% and 4.1% in New York. Although, states using the
table approach had less use tax reported per return compared
to states without the table. The average amount of use tax
reported in states using the table estimation approach was $40
compared to $72 in states without the table. The states allowing the table estimation approach had higher per capita use tax
collections than states without the table.23
Use of the table approach would work best with regular
updating of the table amounts to reflect changes in the dollar
amount of goods purchased for which use tax was owed and
changes in the number of remote vendors. The table approach
best reduces recordkeeping of small purchases for which use tax
is owed. Consumers should still be required to retain records
on large purchases and add that use tax amount to the table
amount (as is required in Michigan, for example).
Threshold use tax reporting approaches should be avoided as
they will not make recordkeeping simpler. For example,
Minnesota provides an exemption where use tax is not owed
unless a person’s non-business purchases subject to use tax exceed
$770 for the year.24 However, this technique will not serve as well
as the tax table approach to reduce recordkeeping. In Minnesota,
individuals still need to keep records of purchases to determine
if the ones for which sales tax was not collected exceed $770.
D. Find Ways To Encourage Remote Vendors To
Voluntarily Collect The Use Tax
Many remote vendors are reluctant to voluntarily collect a tax
they are not legally required to collect. There are costs associated with compliance including filing and additional credit card
fees due to higher charges by customers (because the sales tax
would be included on the charge). There are also competitive
disadvantages of complying when other vendors do not as it will
look like the compliant vendor’s goods cost more. An advantage
to collecting the use tax even when not legally required to do so
would probably only exist if the state did a good enough job of
educating taxpayers about their use tax obligations. Vendors
could then advertise not to worry about use tax compliance
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when they buy from them because they would handle it for
their customers. Incentives for vendors might include:
1.

Offering compensation to vendors for collecting the
use tax (to help cover compliance costs). In 2004,
the BOE reported that of the 46 states that impose
sales and use tax, only 18 (including California)
offer no reimbursement to vendors.25

2.

Offering simplified compliance techniques, such as
annual rather than quarterly reporting and providing technological tools to aid compliance.

3.

Giving a preference to companies registered to collect
use tax when the state makes purchases. SB 1009
(Chapter 718, 2003) which added the use tax line to
income tax forms also included a provision that generally, the state must verify that vendors it contracts with
have a seller’s permit or certificate of registration. This
approach could be broadened to prohibit any state
department or agency from purchasing goods from
vendors that do not collect California sales tax.

E. Pursue Technological Simplifications
For online purchases, technology could be used to
improve use tax collection. The BOE (and other state tax
agencies) could work with online vendors to enable a buyer’s
credit card to be charged for use tax at the same time it is
charged for the cost of the vendor’s items. Benefits of this
approach would be that buyers would not need to keep
record of the purchase because use tax has already been paid,
the buyer would know the after-tax cost of the goods at time
of purchase, vendors would not incur a credit card fee on the
tax, and tax agencies would collect the tax immediately.
Challenges to this approach include getting online vendors
to modify their websites to allow states to collect use tax and
consumer concerns over privacy.
F. Encourage Congress To Reverse The Quill Decision
California could encourage Congress to enact legislation
that reverses the Supreme Court’s decision of 1992 (the
Quill decision) that requires a physical presence in order for
a state to collect sales tax from a vendor. The Court’s rationale for its holding was that imposing tax collection
obligations on remote vendors would be contrary to the
commerce clause of the United States Constitution (it would
impede interstate commerce). The Court noted that the
commerce clause is within the purview of Congress (that is,
Congress can determine what does and does not impede
interstate commerce). Thus, Congress could enact a law
allowing states to require remote vendors to collect sales and
use tax from customers in the state. However, Congress is
29
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unlikely to make such a change unless states greatly simplify
their sales tax laws, which today, vary from state to state.
Several states are moving towards simplification by enacting a uniform sales and use tax law. This uniform law was
created by the Streamlined Sales Tax Project in which many
states participate. The model act covers definitions and
administrative procedures and provides simplifications for
vendors in reporting and remitting sales and use tax.26 The
hope is that Congress will see that adopting states have simplified sales tax compliance for vendors by having similar
laws, and enact legislation allowing adopting states to
require remote vendors to collect sales and use tax.27
California has not adopted the uniform sales tax law and
there are a few reasons why it might not do so. Adopting states
govern the system with one vote per state even for a state the
size of California. Also, the model act calls for destination
sourcing which is not used for city and county sales taxes
today. For example, today, if a vendor in San Jose sells goods
by shipping them to a customer in Los Angeles, the local portion of the tax goes to San Jose, rather than Los Angeles. This
would need to change if the model act were adopted.
Given the size of California and the Court’s rationale for
the physical presence requirement, perhaps California could
benefit when most other states have enacted the model sales
and use tax act. Perhaps a position can be justified at that
point in time that California does not pose compliance challenges for vendors. For example, if almost all states with a
sales tax adopt the uniform law, but California and perhaps
one or two other large states do not, it might be possible that
Congress or the Court could view compliance for multistate
vendors as simplified enough such that there are no commerce clause concerns (vendors would have only two or
three systems to deal with assuming the local tax base is
equivalent to the state tax base, as it is in California).
California’s arguments would likely be enhanced though if it
had just one rate in the state rather than the current range of
rates among counties and districts, as a single rate would
provide further simplification for remote vendors in complying with the California sales and use tax.
Congressional reversal of the Quill decision will not
resolve all use tax collection issues. Congress is unlikely to be
able to extend a use tax collection requirement to vendors
located outside of the US (with no physical presence in the
US). In addition, proposals by Congress to allow states that
have simplified their sales tax system to require remote vendors to collect the sales tax typically exempt small vendors.28
Therefore, unless a state exempts sales from small vendors
from the sales and use tax, consumers would still be required
to self-report use tax when they purchase taxable items from
such small vendors. Thus, individual consumers will likely
always have self-assessment obligations when it comes to the
use tax.
30

G. Work With And Watch Other States
The BOE should continue to monitor other states to find out
what new use tax compliance initiatives they implement and the
effect. Several (if not all) states have information exchange programs where a state can obtain information on vendor sales from
another state as a way to potentially find buyers with use tax liabilities. One formal exchange is the Southeastern Association of
Tax Administrators (SEATA) that includes 12 states. It sponsors
an information exchange program to help member states
improve use tax compliance. SEATA encourages vendors to voluntarily register to collect sales and use tax in states where it has
customers in order to prevent the customers from being billed by
one of the SEATA states. SEATA also advises vendors that voluntary registration also limits their tax, interest and penalty
liability should they be found to have a physical presence in a
state in which they did not believe they had one.29
Similarly, the Ohio Department of Taxation website alerts
(scares) vendors with the following statement.
Any Ohio vendor who makes taxable sales that are delivered to purchasers in another state should register with
that state and collect that state’s use tax. If the vendor
has nexus with that state, the vendor is subject to its tax
laws, including possible audit and assessment. Even if
the vendor does not have nexus with the other state, the
Ohio Department of Taxation may audit the vendor’s
records and provide information on interstate sales to
the other state. That state will then bill the purchasers
for the appropriate use tax. Other states’ websites can
be accessed through a link on our website.30
The BOE might also encourage out-of-state vendors to
voluntarily register and collect sales and use tax using reasons
similar to those of SEATA states and Ohio.
H. Continue To Verify The Status Of Remote Vendors
The BOE has had some high profile successes31 in finding
that some Internet vendors were not remote vendors but
instead had a physical presence in the state and were thus
required to collect sales and use tax. These audit techniques
should be continued; other states are doing the same.32
However, results are mixed in that there is inconsistency
among courts (even within the same states) as to how much
physical presence is needed before a vendor has sales and use
tax collection responsibilities.33 Efforts to clarify sales tax
nexus would be beneficial to vendors and states.
I.

Elimination
Elimination of the use tax and replacing the revenue with a
higher sales tax or other taxes is not a solution to use tax collection problems. A sales tax without a use tax will encourage
vendors to be remote so they will not have to charge sales tax. It
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will also encourage buyers to purchase from vendors not located in the state to avoid sales tax. Thus, elimination of the use
tax, as well as new use tax exemptions, are not valid solutions.
An approach that in effect eliminates the use tax, yet allows
states to impose sales tax on all taxable sales, is for all taxing
states to apply the sales tax using the origin approach rather
than the destination approach.34 For example, all California
vendors would charge California sales tax regardless of the state
in which the customer resides. Buyers would have no use tax
obligations because all of their taxable purchases would have
included seller-imposed sales tax. However, this approach will
not resolve all collection and administration issues. Vendors
will be inclined to locate in the few states that do not impose a
sales tax to gain a competitive advantage. Also, it is not always
clear where a sale originated if ordering and shipping were in
different states. It would also likely be difficult to get all states
to agree to this sourcing approach as there will be revenue winners and losers with the change. However, in looking at all
possible solutions for improving sales and use tax compliance,
this one should be included in the mix.
VIII. CONCLUSION
California and other states with growing revenue needs
can no longer ignore growing uncollected use tax. The use
tax is a longstanding tax and better collection techniques can
avoid the need to create new taxes or raise tax rates of other
taxes. While the use tax has been around since the 1930s in
most states, few people are aware of it which obviously leads
to low compliance. California and other states have recently
improved collection practices, but more work is needed.
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